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AGENGA

>  We imagine a world where you can easily view, manage, add to, and share 
your basic identity information with audiences at the UW and beyond. We 
envision a user experience where every member of the University 
community can manage their user profile in a central place and express 
their privacy preferences for discretionary sharing of information. We want 
to enable a user experience that’s more customizable and contextual, so 
that as online collaboration grows, our infrastructure can grow with it to 
become more responsive to our diverse community of scholars and 
researchers. Come to this talk to learn about the possibility of boundless 
identities, and about the technology architecture that enables the 
integration of user profiles in ways that promote trust and enhance 
privacy. 

ABSTRACT 



AGENDA

> What’s a user profile? 
>  Current state 
>  Future vision 
>  Research & design 
> Q&A 

TOPICS 
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WHAT IS A USER PROFILE?

–  name 
–  image 
–  identifiers 
–  contact info 
–  address, location 
–  biographical sketch 
–  belongings (nationality, groups, affiliations, demographics) 
–  other indicators of identity (biometrics) 
–  privacy and data sharing preferences 
–  interests, intentions, responsibilities 
–  projects, activities 
–  reputation 

 

ATTRIBUTES ABOUT WHO YOU ARE 



CURRENT STATE
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SAD PANDA MOMENT



USER PROFILES 
VISION & CONCEPTUAL ARCHITECTURE

> Develop shared understanding where we want 
to be 
–  Vision 
–  Guiding principles 
–  Benefits 
–  Definitions 
–  Patterns (integration, sharing, consent) 
–  Governance 

PURPOSE 



VISION 


Individuals manage and share 
their user profiles in ways that 
are valuable to them, 
regardless of use for privacy, 
publicity, or a mix of both. 

PRIMARY 



VISION 


Individuals manage and share 
their user profiles in ways that 
enhance their privacy and 
promote their desired 
reputations. 

PRIMARY 



VISION

Data custodians and other 
governance stakeholders find 
user profiles easy to govern. 

ANCILLARY 



VISION

Application teams find user 
profiles simple to integrate, 
responsibly. 

ANCILLARY 



VISION

IT support staff see smiles on 
the faces (and user profiles) 
of their customers. 

ANCILLARY 



GUIDING PRINCIPLES

> usable and understandable 
> privacy-enhancing 
> widely integrated 
> portable 
> extensible 
> reflect scholarly identity 

USER PROFILES WILL BE… 



CONCEPTUAL ARCHITECTURE

> Data sharing 
> Data sharing 
> Data sharing 

SOLUTIONS 



VISION 


A central place to view, manage, 
add to, and share your profile 
information with audiences at 
the UW and beyond. 

PRIMARY 



USER-CENTERED DESIGN

> User research 
> User input and feedback 
>  Stakeholder input 
>  Iterative design process  



USER TYPES 

>  Fundamentalist  
>  Pragmatist 
> Unconcerned  
> Moving along this scale while at UW  
> Different priorities in different contexts  

 



WHAT DO HUMANS AT UW WANT TO 
DO? 

>  Publish information to the directory (yes/no decision)  
–  No granularity 
–  No tiers  

>  Systems make assumptions about this yes/no 
> We need more data!  

We don't know, because we limit what they can do 



STUDENT PREFERRED NAME

>  Immediate value for end users  
>  Entry point for other applications to start working with 

us  
>  Tension between ideal user experience and business 

needs  
–  User wants ease of controlling information and clarity on where 

and to whom information is revealed  
–  Business needs may prevent ideal user experience in some 

systems  
–  Not all systems may want to participate  



WHAT DO WE STILL NEED? 

> What do users need?  
> What do users want?  
> What do applications need for their business 

processes?  



SUMMARY

>  Refine vision 
–  FY16 business cases 

>  Projects 
–  HR/Payroll Modernization 
–  Student Preferred Name 
–  Internet2 Scalable Privacy (LARPP) 

>  Outreach 
–  end users 
–  application teams 
–  IT community 

NEXT STEPS 



QUESTIONS?

> Nathan Dors (dors@uw.edu) 
>  Lauren Manes (lmanes@uw.edu) 
>  Sarah Squire (ssquire@uw.edu) 

CONTACT 


